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The Golgi apparatus plays a central role in processing and sorting proteins and lipids in eukaryotic cells.
Golgi compartments constantly exchange material with each other and with other cellular components, allow-
ing them to maintain and reform distinct identities despite dramatic changes in structure and size during cell
division, development, and osmotic stress. We have developed three minimal models of membrane and protein
exchange in the Golgi—a discrete, stochastic model, a continuous ordinary differential equation model, and a
continuous stochastic differential equation model—each based on two fundamental mechanisms: vesicle-coat-
mediated selective concentration of cargoes and soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment protein
receptor �SNARE� proteins during vesicle formation and SNARE-mediated selective fusion of vesicles. By
exploring where the models differ, we hope to discover whether the discrete, stochastic nature of vesicle-
mediated transport is likely to have appreciable functional consequences for the Golgi. All three models show
similar ability to restore and maintain distinct identities over broad parameter ranges. They diverge, however,
in conditions corresponding to collapse and reassembly of the Golgi. The results suggest that a continuum
model provides a good description of Golgi maintenance but that considering the discrete nature of vesicle-
based traffic is important to understanding assembly and disassembly of the Golgi. Experimental analysis
validates a prediction of the models that altering guanine nucleotide exchange factor expression levels will
modulate Golgi size.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Membrane trafficking is critical to cellular physiology and
pathophysiology. Over one quarter of all proteins in eukary-
otic cells interact with compartments in the early secretory
pathway that mediate protein folding, quality control, glyco-
sylation, proteolytic activation, and localization �1–4�. The
Golgi apparatus plays a central role in these processes
through its involvement in sorting and transporting proteins
and lipids. The cytoplasmic surface of the Golgi apparatus is
also a site for numerous important signaling pathways �5�.
Golgi compartments engage in a constant flux of material
between each other, the endoplasmic reticulum �ER�, and
other cellular components through exchange of small traf-
ficking vesicles. This exchange of material allows Golgi
compartments to establish, maintain, and reform distinct
identities characterized by the presence of distinctive sets of
protein markers despite dramatic changes in structure and
size during cell division, development, and osmotic stress
�6–9�. Furthermore, the Golgi is capable of self-assembling
de novo from the ER �10�. It is, nonetheless, not well under-
stood precisely how the Golgi performs these activities or
which components of the Golgi are minimally necessary to
allow for compartment assembly and maintenance.

While it is not definitively known precisely which bio-
chemical activities are needed for Golgi function, there are
some fundamental activities that appear to be necessary for
maintaining a flux of material between compartments. Trans-
port of protein and membrane between compartments is me-
diated by vesicular transport �see Fig. 1�, which involves two

essential steps: budding and fusion. In vesicle budding, a
vesicle emerges from a donor compartment carrying some
portion of protein from the compartment. The budding pro-
cess is initiated by guanine nucleotide exchange factor
�GEF�-catalyzed loading of specific guanosine triposphate
hydrolases �GTPases� that catalyze recruitment of a protein
coat, which assembles on the membrane and leads to the
pinching off of a vesicle followed shortly afterward by dis-
assembly of the coat �11�. The coat is also involved in selec-
tive concentration of specific cargoes in the budding vesicle.
After budding, the vesicle travels to a target compartment, at
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Vesicular transport pathway. Transport
between compartments is mediated by vesicular carriers. Three
types of vesicles mediate intracellular transport. Coat protein com-
plex II �COPII� vesicles mediate transport from the ER. Coat pro-
tein complex I �COPI� vesicles act in intra-Golgi transport and ret-
rograde transport from the Golgi to the ER. Clathrin vesicles
mediate transport between the Golgi and the plasma membrane.
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which it undergoes fusion. Vesicle fusion with the target
compartment is mediated by the interaction of vesicle �v-�
and target �t-� soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor at-
tachment protein receptors �SNAREs� �12�. v- and
t-SNARES occur in multiple homologous variants, with spe-
cific cognate pairs exhibiting high affinity for one another
and allowing for specific recognition and driving membrane
fusion between vesicle and compartment. Upon fusion,
membrane and protein of the vesicle are absorbed into the
target compartment. While these two mechanisms—budding
and targeted fusion—are well established and essential for
Golgi function, there are many other mechanisms that may
contribute appreciably to the proper formation and mainte-
nance of the Golgi. For example, tethering proteins often link
vesicles to their budding compartments, possibly restricting
the selection of possible targets �13–18�. For instance, tether
protein p115-golgin may tether coat protein complex I
�COPI� vesicles to the cis Golgi network �19–21�. In addi-
tion, cytoskeleton-mediated active transport of vesicles
�22–24� or vesicular tubular clusters �VTCs� �25� occurs at
key stages of Golgi assembly. Recent studies have also dem-
onstrated the importance of lipids in protein trafficking
through the Golgi complex �26,27�. It is not clear, however,
if these additional mechanisms are obligatory for robust
Golgi function.

Questions about the minimal mechanisms needed for
Golgi function do not lend themselves well to direct experi-
mental validation and mathematical models have therefore
proven crucial in their study. Several mathematical models
have been developed to simulate the generation and mainte-
nance of the Golgi. For example, Glick et al. �28� developed
a model of sorting in the Golgi based on the postulate that
proteins comprise different kin populations that compete
with each other for entry into transport vesicles. Their studies
showed that different relative affinities of kin groups for po-
tential vesicle types could generate distinct steady-state dis-
tributions of the different kin populations across the Golgi
compartments. Weiss and Nilsson �29� extended this compe-
tition model by introducing specific recycling reactions to
increase model robustness. They also included compartment-
specific sorting affinities and exchange with the ER; their
model suggested that a minimal set of selective sorting and
targeting reactions could provide robust Golgi operation.
Their model further suggested limits on the affinity param-
eter space permitted by the model. Heinrich and Rapoport
�30� developed a differential equation model to simulate
vesicle-mediated protein transport as a continuous flux of
membrane and proteins between compartments. Their model
verified that SNARE-mediated vesicle targeting was suffi-
cient to establish and maintain distinct compartment identi-
ties in a simplified continuum model. In previous work �31�,
we developed a discrete, stochastic �DS� model implement-
ing similar sorting and fusion reactions. In this model, Golgi
evolution proceeds through a series of discrete steps in which
a single vesicle of finite size is formed or fuses with a com-
partment. The use of a discrete model made it possible to
explore de novo assembly of compartments, establishing that
the same basic mechanisms explored by Heinrich and Rapo-
port �30�—vesicle-coat-mediated selective concentration of
SNARE proteins during vesicle formation and SNARE-

mediated selective fusion of vesicles—were sufficient not
only to robustly maintain compartment identities but even to
establish them from a fully disassembled Golgi. These mod-
els collectively show that a very limited set of biochemical
functions is sufficient in theory to establish a minimal Golgi
model.

In the present work, we describe continued investigation
into the precise features necessary to minimal Golgi func-
tion. We are specifically interested here in the importance of
discretization and stochasticity in Golgi function. Vesicle-
based membrane transport is an inherently discrete, stochas-
tic mechanism, but it is not obvious whether the overall be-
havior of the system would be appreciably different if
materials were exchanged in the Golgi via a smooth, con-
tinuous flow between compartments. By examining precisely
where discretization and stochasticity at the level of vesicle
budding and fusion leads to observable differences at the
level of compartment assembly, disassembly, and mainte-
nance, we hope to determine what kind of mathematical
models we need to describe various Golgi behavior and what
analysis tools we can apply to those models. For this pur-
pose, we investigate three analogous models: our original DS
model �31�, a continuous, deterministic extension of the
model implemented as a system of ordinary differential
equations �ODEs� similar to that of Heinrich and Rapoport
�30�, and a continuous, stochastic differential equation �SDE�
model. All three simulate the same set of fundamental bud-
ding and fusion reactions at different levels of abstraction.
The remainder of this paper presents our reaction model and
its implementation in the three simulators. It then describes a
series of simulation experiments designed to detect differ-
ences between the models in their operations during Golgi
assembly, disassembly, and maintenance. Finally, it presents
an experimental validation designed to test a model predic-
tion that relative compartment sizes are modulated by
changes in GEF concentrations.

II. METHODS

A. Mathematical model of budding and fusion

Our simulations each implement a common quantitative
model describing how budding and fusion rates are con-
trolled by protein concentrations in a set of membrane com-
partments and vesicles. As in our prior work �31�, we imple-
mented the model with three compartments, representing the
ER, cis Golgi, and trans Golgi. For convenience, we will use
the labels A, B, and C to stand for the ER, cis Golgi, and
trans Golgi compartments, respectively. We define the vari-
ables SA�t�, SB�t�, and SC�t� to be compartments A, B, and
C’s surface areas as functions of time, which we use as an
approximate measure of the total mass of membrane they
contain. We can define compartment radii RA�t�, RB�t�, and
RC�t� in terms of the surface areas by modeling compart-
ments as spheres. Newly budded vesicles are assigned a fixed
radius, R0=60 nm with corresponding surface area S0
=4�R0

2. Our model contains three types of proteins, GEFs
�abbreviated G�, t-SNAREs �T�, and v-SNAREs �V�, each of
which comes in three possible identities. For any protein
type P with identity i, we define its concentration in com-
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partment � �A, B, or C� to be P��i�, where P is one of
�G ,T ,V�. We similarly define Pv��i� �Gv��i�, Tv��i�, or
Vv��i�� to be the concentration of protein P in a vesicle v
newly budded from compartment �. Protein concentrations
are expressed in units of molecules /nm2 in our study.

We assume that GEF proteins initiate vesicle budding and
that each identity of GEF, GEF�i�, produces vesicles with a
specific active v-SNARE, v-SNARE�j�. There are therefore
three types of budding events possible from any compart-
ment, one per marker identity. The budding rate is assumed
to be dependent on the GEF and v-SNARE complements in
the compartment. We model this assumption by defining the
rate at which vesicles of type-k bud from the compartment �
initiated by GEF G��i� to be

B�k = cS�G��i��
j�i

V��j� , �1�

where k= i mod 3+1, that is, vesicle type k is a function of
the GEF identity i, and c is a budding normalization constant
with unit �c�=nm2 /min, giving B units of vesicles/min. This
value will define a rate of flux for the continuum simulations
and a mean time between budding events for the discrete
simulation. The full system of budding equations is provided
for reference in Appendix, Sec. 1.

In order to implement the simulations, it is necessary to
convert the overall vesicle budding rate into changes in
membrane and protein content of compartments. We assume
that both total protein content and total membrane content,
measured by surface area, are conserved upon budding and
fusion. During vesicle budding, the surface area of the com-
partment is set such that the total surface area of the vesicle
Sv� and post-budding compartment S�� are equal to the sur-
face area of the prebudding compartment S�, that is, Sv�

+S�� =S�. Protein is distributed between the budding com-
partment and the budded vesicle based on a user-defined
coat-cargo affinity keq that describes the equilibrium ratio of
protein concentration in vesicle versus the donor compart-
ment. The affinity is set to 1 �denoted by k0� for proteins that
are native to the compartment. The affinity is greater than 1
�denoted by kn�, favoring export, for proteins native to other
compartments. Suppose we let P�, P�� , and Pv� be the protein
concentration in the prebudding compartment �, post-
budding compartment ��, and budded vesicle v from com-
partment �, respectively. Then, we have Pv�=keqP�� , i.e., that
the final protein concentrations of compartment and vesicle
are set proportional to the affinity without changing the total
protein amount in the system �31�.

Fusion rate in the model is assumed to be controlled by
affinities between complementary v-SNARE–t-SNARE
pairs. Each vesicle has a single marker v-SNARE deter-
mined by its budding GEF. Its fusion rate with any given
compartment is determined by the amount of the comple-
mentary t-SNARE in the target compartment or vesicle. We
assume as in Gong et al. �31� that the fusion reaction is
cooperative. Thus, the rate with which vesicle v-SNARE
Vv��i� fuses with a compartment � with complementary
t-SNARE concentration T��i� is

F��i = d�Vv��i�T��i��n, �2�

where d is a vesicle fusion normalization constant and we
fixed d=1 nm8 /min in our simulator. n is the order of de-
pendence on SNARE concentrations, a measure of cooperat-
ivity of the reaction. We assume n=2, a difference from the
first-order fusion rate in �30�. The cooperativity of fusion is
experimentally supported by results from Stewart et al. �32�.
Other studies �33� have also observed higher-order com-
plexes formed from individual SNARE proteins carrying the
transmembrane domain, consistent with a cooperative bind-
ing mechanism. Hua and Scheller �34� provided an estimate
of the degree of cooperativity of fusion by examining fusion
rate dependence on concentration of a SNARE inhibitor;
their data were inconsistent with a first-order dependence,
with third-order providing a best fit but second order also
plausible. The fusion probability p��i is proportional to the
fusion rate F��i, normalized by the sum of rates to all pos-
sible targets. In the discrete model, we also allow for an
intermediate compartment type, a VTC, that is presumed to
have some concentration of all three v-SNARES that act
additively in interacting with their cognate t-SNARES in a
given target. In Appendix, Sec. 2, we provide the full result-
ing set of vesicle fusion rates and fusion probabilities for all
three vesicle types from all three compartments.

B. DS simulation

Our DS simulations use a discrete event simulation model
based on the methods proposed in our previous paper �31�.
The model simulates Golgi function as a sequence of discrete
steps, each corresponding to either a vesicle budding event
or a vesicle fusion event. Each event is presumed to occur
instantaneously but with exponentially distributed waiting
times between events, sampled as in the stochastic simula-
tion algorithm �SSA� first-reaction method of Gillespie �35�.
Waiting times between events are given by the inverses of
the rates of all possible events as specified in Sec. II A. Fig-
ure 2 describes the high-level simulation algorithm used by
the simulator to repeatedly update the state through succes-
sive events.

1. for each compartment or VTC A

• sample time tA for budding a vesicle from A

for each vesicle or VTC B

• for each vesicle, VTC, or compartment C

– sample time tBC for fusing B and C

2. find the minimum of all times tA , tBC and call that time t
3. if t corresponds to a fusing event of some B and C .

• add B ’s protein and membrane complement to C

4. if t corresponds to a budding event from some compartment A

• create new vesicle D from A

5. update system time to t
6. go to step 1

FIG. 2. High-level pseudocode for the discrete event
simulation.
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C. ODE simulation

Our ODE simulations implement the model of Sec. II A
assuming that changes in concentrations occur through a
continuous, deterministic flux of material between compart-
ments. There are therefore no explicitly modeled vesicles.
Rather, the state of the simulation is described entirely by
sizes and protein concentrations of the three compartments,
with vesicle budding and fusion rates together converted into
net rates of flux of membrane and protein between compart-
ments.

To convert budding and fusion rates into fluxes of mem-
brane and protein, we need to consider for each compartment
three rates of exit of material from a compartment via vesicle
budding �one per vesicle identity� and, for each vesicle iden-
tity, the three rates at which each vesicle type can fuse with
three possible target compartments. We thus need to consider
27 total fluxes corresponding to 54 terms in three differential
equations per protein or membrane. The existence of such
fluxes is consistent with previous electron microscopy stud-
ies that cargo-laden vesicles bud from all cisternae �36,37�.

One set of ODEs describes the time-dependent changes of
the compartments sizes S�, where �= �A ,B ,C�,

dS�

dt
= − S0 �

i=1

3

B�i + S0�
i=1

3

�
�=�A,B,C�

p��iB�i

vesicle budding vesicle fusion

.

�3�

An additional set of equations describes the time-dependent
changes of the protein concentrations P� in each compart-
ment � and for each protein P,

d�P��i�S��
dt

= − S0�
j=1

3

Pv��i�B�j + S0�
j=1

3

�
�=�A,B,C�

Pv��i�p��jB�j

vesicle budding vesicle fusion

.

�4�

We list the full set of ODEs for the three compartments sizes
and all proteins’ concentrations in Appendix, Sec. 3. From
Eqs. �3� and �4�, it is easy to verify that

d

dt
�SA + SB + SC� = 0,

d

dt
�PA�i�SA�t� + PB�i�SB�t� + PC�i�SC�t�� = 0,

where i=1,2 ,3 and P= �G ,T ,V�. That is, the total amounts
of surface membrane and each protein type i in the whole
system are conserved during simulation.

The resulting system of ODEs is nonlinear and therefore
not in general analytically solvable. We therefore solve these
ODEs numerically. We use an embedded Runge-Kutta
method using the MATLAB Runge-Kutta�4,5� command. We
do note, however, that some properties of the system can be
determined analytically. If we let B�=

S0

S�
�i=1

3 �B�i− p��iB�i�,
C�=S0�i=1

3 ����p��iB�i, where �= �A ,B ,C�, then B� and C�

will be independent of S�. Thus, Eq. �3� can be rewritten as

dS��t�
dt

= − B�S� + C�.

When the system goes to steady state,
dS��t�

dt =0, then, the
ODE equations can be simplified as

B�S� = �
i=1

3

�
���

p��iB�i. �5�

Solving these equations, we can derive steady-state compart-
ment sizes S� analytically.

D. SDE simulation

The discrete event and ODE models differ in two major
assumptions: whether the system is treated as discrete or
continuous and whether it is treated as stochastic or deter-
ministic. In order to separate the contributions of these two
factors to the global behavior, we added a third simulation of
the mathematical model using SDEs. The SDEs that model
the system can be written as a form of the chemical Langevin
equation �38�. To derive SDEs for the system, we begin with
the ODE model but extend each equation by a Brownian
noise term reflecting the variability in vesicle budding and
fusion events

dS��t� = �− S0�
i=1

3

B�i + S0�
i=1

3

�
�=�A,B,C�

p��iB�i�
�S�

dt + d�dW��t� ,

�6�

d�P��i�S��

+ g�dW��t� ,

= �− S0�
j=1

3

Pv��i�B�j + S0�
j=1

3

�
�=�A,B,C�

Pv��i�p��jB�j	
�M�i

dt

�7�

where d� and g� are diffusion coefficients and W��t� are
independent Wiener processes. We would expect noise in the
flux to or from a compartment to vary with the compartment
radius. We therefore assume diffusion coefficients for the
noise terms of the form d�=�s

�S��t�, g�=�p
�S��t�, where

the diffusion constants �s are tuned empirically from the dis-
crete event simulation results by selecting scaling constants
�s below so as to match empirically measured variances be-
tween the SDE and discrete event model. In order to satisfy
the conservation of membrane surface area and total amount
of specific type of proteins, we let dAdWA�t�=−dBdWB�t�
−dCdWC�t� and gAdWA�t�=−gBdWB�t�−gCdWC�t�. We simu-
late the model using the Euler-Maruyama method, described
by the following pseudocode:

�i� Initialize S��0�, P��0��i�, where �=A ,B ,C, i=1,2 ,3,
P=G ,T ,V.

�ii� For t=1 to T /�t

D2 = �s
�SB�t��tN�0,1�, D3 = �s

�SC�t��tN�0,1� ,
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G2 = �p
�SB�t��tN�0,1�, G3 = �p

�SC�t��tN�0,1� ,

D1 = − D2 − D3, G1 = − G2 − G3,

SA�t� = SA�t − 1� + �SA�t + D1,

SB�t� = SB�t − 1� + �SB�t + D2,

SC�t� = SC�t − 1� + �SC�t + D3,

PA�t��i� =
1

SA�t�
�PA�t − 1��i�SA�t − 1� + �MAi�t + G1� ,

PB�t��i� =
1

SB�t�
�PB�t − 1��i�SB�t − 1� + �MBi�t + G2� ,

PC�t��i� =
1

SC�t�
�PC�t − 1��i�SC�t − 1� + �MCi�t + G3� .

E. Simulation experiments

In order to explore the properties of the three simulation
methods, we conducted a series of simulation experiments,
which fall into four groups. We first conducted a series of
experiments to model Golgi self-assembly from vesicle-sized
remnant compartments. We did not perform a full de novo
simulation, starting from a single compartment, because the
continuum models do not allow for generation of new com-
partments. These simulations were initialized with cis and
trans Golgi compartments each set to vesicle size �60 nm
radius� and the ER set to a radius of 1000 nm. All three
compartments were given a tenfold excess of native over
nonnative marker types. The full list of input parameters is
provided in Table I. Simulations were run until the system
reached an apparent steady state.

A second group of simulations examined Golgi disassem-
bly. In these simulations, we modeled the experimentally in-
duced disassembly of the Golgi via a dominant-negative
form of sar1 �39–43� by prohibiting vesicle budding from the
ER in all three models. Note that this is a different model of
Golgi disassembly than we used in our prior work �31�, in
which we blocked ER exit at the fusion stage, because of the
difficulty of translating that model unambiguously into the
continuum simulations. The initial values for the compart-
ment sizes and protein concentrations were extracted from
the steady-state values of the ODE simulations of Golgi as-
sembly.

A third group of simulations were designed to assess pa-
rameter sensitivity of each class of simulation. We first ran
simulations varying the sorting affinity for nonnative mark-
ers during vesicle budding. Simulations were attempted for
affinities 1, 2, 5, and 10–100 in increments of 10. For each
condition, we measured compartment sizes and marker con-
centrations at steady state. We used the latter to compute the
contamination of the ER at steady state, defined as the frac-
tion of ER t-SNAREs that were of non-ER identity. For each
simulation, we calculated a time to reach steady state. For
the ODE model, this calculation was performed by measur-
ing the maximum radius Rmax of the cis and trans Golgi
compartments and then identifying the first time at which
both Golgi’s radii Rt satisfy the relationship 	Rt
−Rmax	 /Rmax�0.01. For the DS and SDE simulations, we
selected the last 1000 events of each simulation as represen-
tative of steady state and computed means �E�R1000�� and
standard errors �std�R1000�� of compartment radii over those
times. We then defined the assembly time to be the first time
t such that 	Rt−E�R1000�	�std�R1000� for both cis and trans
Golgi.

We next examined sensitivity of the model to the budding
rate constant c, a scaling factor that controls the overall rate
of budding relative to fusion. We ran simulations using val-
ues of c from 10−6 to 10−5 in increments of 10−6 with all
other parameters as in the baseline simulations using ten rep-
etitions per value. For each simulation, we computed assem-
bly times as for the preceding experiments on changing af-
finities.

We next examined effects of changing GEF concentra-
tions by varying the initial concentration of GEF1 �the GEF
most specifically expressed in the ER� initially in the ER
from 0.1 to 1. We also examined how changing GEF concen-
trations affects Golgi disassembly time by varying the initial
values of GEF2 �the GEF most specifically expressed in the
cis Golgi� from 1 to 10 and running disassembly simulations
as described in the preceding paragraph. For each, we used a
slightly modified version of the disassembly time measure
described above, in which we measured disassembly times
separately for cis and trans Golgi compartments rather than
assessing only the time by which both had disassembled.

F. Experimental validation

In order to validate the models, we examined a common
prediction of the three methods: that Golgi size can be modu-
lated by changes of a single Golgi marker GEF protein’s
concentration in the ER. To test this prediction, the size of
the Golgi apparatus was quantified in HeLa cells. HeLa cells
were transfected using Transfectol �GeneChoice, Frederick,

TABLE I. Input parameters in our baseline simulation: radius, t-SNARE �Ti�, GEF �Gi�, v-SNARE �Vi� for ER, cis Golgi, and trans
Golgi.

Radius T1 T2 T3 G1 G2 G3 V1 V2 V3

ER 1000 1.0 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.4 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

cis 60 0.1 1.0 0.1 0.1 1.0 0.1 0.1 1.0 0.1

trans 60 0.1 0.1 1.0 0.1 0.1 1.0 0.1 0.1 1.0
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MD� with plasmids encoding hemagglutinin �HA�-tagged
mSec12 �the ER-localized GEF that mediates the ER exit of
Golgi proteins�, which corresponds to the ER GEF, GEF1, in
our simulation models. After 24 h, the cells were
paraformaldehyde-fixed and processed as previously de-
scribed �10� using mouse anti-HA, rabbit anti-GPP130 anti-
bodies, and rhodamine phalloidin �Molecular Probes, Eu-
gene, OR�. Microscopy was performed using a spinning disk
confocal scan head equipped with three-line laser and inde-
pendent excitation and emission filter wheels �PerkinElmer,
Waltham, MA� and a 12-bit digital camera �Orca ER,
Hamamatsu City, Japan� mounted on a microscope �Axiovert
200, Carl Zeiss MicroImaging, Inc.� with a 100�, 1.4 nu-
merical aperture �NA� apochromat oil-immersion objective
�Carl Zeiss MicroImaging, Oberkochen, Germany� �6�. Sec-
tions at 0.3 	m spacing were acquired using IMAGINGSUITE

software �PerkinElmer�. Individual experiments were per-
formed with identical laser output levels, exposure times,
and scaling. For quantification of Golgi size in each cell,
staining of GPP130, a cis Golgi-localized integral membrane
protein was used to define pixels in each slice corresponding
to the Golgi and their area was then summed for the entire
stack using the ImageJ “Measure stack” function �6,31�. Cell
volume was estimated by summing the area in each section
outlined manually based on the phalloidin staining pattern.
To allow direct comparison of distinct experiments, given
small changes in staining intensity, values were normalized
by dividing by the mean values of the entire data set for a
given experiment. We additionally quantified average
GPP130 staining per pixel in the defined Golgi region and fit
a linear regression model to mSec12 expression to test
whether cis Golgi markers become comparatively more di-
luted in the Golgi as mSec12 expression increases.

III. RESULTS

A. Golgi assembly simulation

We first examined the ability of the models to reach a
steady state from an initial configuration in which the ER
contains most components and membrane. For these experi-
ments, the ER has initial radius 1000 nm and the cis and
trans Golgi are two initially vesicle-sized compartments with
radii of 60 nm.

Figure 3 shows changes in compartment sizes over time
for the three simulation methods. All three simulations show
qualitatively similar behavior, with membrane rapidly trans-
ferring from the ER to the two Golgi compartments until
reaching a steady-state at approximately 200 min. Some dif-
ferences are, however, apparent between the simulations. The
DS �Fig. 3�a�� and SDE �Fig. 3�c�� simulations show size
fluctuations over a range of about 5�105 nm2 in compart-
ment sizes after equilibration, a feature the ODE cannot cap-
ture. Furthermore, the DS model equilibrates to slightly dif-
ferent values than the two continuum models, with a
somewhat lower ER size �7�106 vs. 8�106 nm2� and over-
all a slightly lesser total compartment area summed among
the three compartments. This difference is due at least in part
to the existence of VTC and free vesicles in the DS simula-
tor, which contain a portion of the steady-state membrane
content.

Figure 4 quantifies compartment identities by tracking
GEF marker protein concentration changes for the three
simulations. The three simulation methods again show quali-
tatively similar results. After expulsion of nonnative markers,
compartments rapidly adjust to a stable partitioning of mark-
ers corresponding to clearly defined compartment identities.
One noticeable difference among the simulations is that the
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DS simulation shows a transitory loss of cis Golgi compart-
ment identity over approximately the first 10 min �Figs. 4�b�
and 4�c��, in which the cis Golgi temporarily takes on a
mixed cis-trans hybrid identity. No such transitory phase is
evident in the ODE simulation while the SDE shows only a
much briefer initial spike in trans markers in the cis Golgi.
In addition, the two stochastic models show somewhat dif-
ferent noise distributions from one another, with the SDE
model exhibiting much higher noise in each compartment’s
marker GEF than in contaminating GEFs, while the DS
shows comparable noise levels among all three. In the inter-
est of conserving space, we omit an explicit display of the
behaviors of the other markers �v-SNARE and t-SNARE� as
functions of time, as both sort themselves similarly to GEF
markers for all three simulations.

B. Golgi disassembly simulation

Previous studies have shown that Sar1 dominant negative,
which is guanosine disphosphate �GDP�-restricted due to a
mutation that prevents nucleotide exchange, prevents ER exit
and rapidly disassembles Golgi cisternae by inhibiting Golgi
protein transport from the ER to the cis Golgi cisterna
�39–43�. We modeled this condition by initiating simulations
from the steady states of the experiments depicted in Fig. 3
and then allowing the simulations to continue with budding

of vesicles from the ER blocked �for the DS simulator� or,
equivalently, fluxes from the ER to other compartments fixed
to zero �for ODE and SDE simulators�. The result in each
case is collapse of Golgi membrane and markers back into
the ER.

Figure 5 plots the compartments sizes versus time for the
three disassembly simulations. All three show a rapid loss of
Golgi size and corresponding increase in ER size over ap-
proximately 50 min. Beyond that time, the DS Golgi com-
partments reach vesicle size, at which point they can no
longer bud, while the ODE and SDE models continue to
show a steady decay. All three show a faster collapse for the
cis Golgi than the trans Golgi. The gap between the two
times is much larger for the continuum models than for the
DS model. This discrepancy between the models appears to
reflect that fact that there is a minimum compartment size in
the discrete model while the continuum models allow com-
partments to become arbitrarily small. After compartments
have reached vesicle size, the DS model no longer exhibits
any noise, while the SDE continues to show fluctuations
about the equilibrium. Note that overall time scale of our
model is arbitrary, depending only on how we define the
units of the budding and fusion rate constants c and d. We
would therefore not attach any significance to the absolute
time required for assembly or disassembly in the model.

Figure 6 assesses contamination of the ER with Golgi
markers by monitoring GEF protein concentration in the ER
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versus time. The ER’s GEF protein concentrations equili-
brate at approximately 0.6, 0.4, and 1.0, which are the same
as the initial values that we set up in the Golgi assembly
experiments in Table I. As with compartment sizes, the DS
and ODE models stabilize by about 500 min, while the SDE
continues to exhibit notable fluctuations beyond that point.

Alcalde et al. �44� reported that the cis Golgi disorganizes
more quickly than the trans Golgi after brefeldin A �BFA�
treatment, which induces disassembly of the Golgi apparatus,
consistent with our observations. We were therefore inter-
ested in determining whether the different disassembly kinet-
ics for cis and trans compartments is a robust feature of the
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Compartment sizes vs time during Golgi disassembly for �a� DS, �b� ODE, and �c� SDE simulations.
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model or whether it might depend on specific choices of
initial marker concentrations for the two compartments. Fig-
ure 7 tests the robustness of the observation by separately
examining the disassembly time of cis and trans Golgi com-
partments as functions of initial GEF2 �cis marker GEF� con-
centration in the cis Golgi compartment. The results reveal
that increasing the initial amount of GEF2 �the cis marker
GEF� accelerates disassembly of both the cis Golgi and the
trans Golgi, but the cis Golgi consistently disassembles
faster than the trans Golgi. The variation in disassembly
times varies noticeably between the three simulations. All
three show comparable times to disassemble the cis Golgi
across parameter values. The trans Golgi, however, disas-
sembles approximately twice as fast in the DS model as the
SDE and 3 times as fast in the DS versus the ODE. This
observation may again reflect the effect of having a mini-
mum compartment size in the DS model that is not present in
the continuum models.

C. Parameter sensitivity

All three simulation methods depend on a number of
simulation parameters. We therefore further compared the
methods by examining their sensitivity to changes in these
parameters.

We first examined sensitivity to changes in the sorting
affinity, Keq, which controls how effectively vesicles concen-
trate selectively exported markers. Figure 8 assesses the ef-
fects of sorting affinity on the ability of the model to main-
tain distinct compartment identities, quantified by measuring
the fractional contamination of the ER by nonnative markers.
Initially, the nonnative marker proteins account for 50% of
the total amount of proteins in the ER. Figure 8 shows that
the contamination falls rapidly with increasing affinity, drop-

ping below 10% when the affinity is larger than 15 for all
three simulation methods. All three models appear insensi-
tive to affinity above about 40, with contamination held be-
low 5% past that point. When the affinity is near 1, the ER
exhibits a complete loss of identity.

The loss of ER identity is partially explained by examin-
ing the effects of affinity changes on compartment sizes,
shown in Fig. 9. Compartment sizes appear insensitive to
increases in the affinity constant above about 20 for all three
simulations. The discrete and continuum simulations, how-
ever, diverge sharply in the extreme low values of affinity. In
the DS simulation, at the extremely low affinities, the Golgi
membrane mass collapses into a single compartment. In the
ODE and SDE simulations, though, membrane appears to
distribute equally among the three compartments as affinity
approaches 1. Figure 10 shows that the affinity constant also
influences the assembly time required to reach steady state.
The three methods show somewhat different absolute time
scales, with DS generally fastest and ODE slowest, although
this may in part be attributable to different definitions of
assembly time required for the stochastic versus determinis-
tic methods. This result may also in part reflect the fact that
higher affinities lead to more complete segregation of mark-
ers between compartments and thus to a longer time to
achieve that segregation. With larger affinities, we also ob-
serve larger variances in assembly time, an effect that is
more pronounced in the SDE than the DS simulations.

We next examined sensitivity of the models to changes in
the vesicle budding rate constant c, which provides an over-
all scaling factor for budding rate relative to fusion rate. The
effects of this constant are of interest because we currently
have no empirical basis for setting it and would therefore
benefit from identifying observable outputs influenced by it.
Our analysis of analytical steady-state solutions to the ODEs
�Eq. �5�� indicates that steady-state compartment sizes are
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independent of this parameter, a result observed for DS
simulations �data not shown�. Nonetheless, Eq. �3� suggests
that c would influence the time scale on which the system
goes to steady state. Figure 11 quantifies this prediction by
measuring the time for the system to transition from vesicle-
sized Golgi compartments to steady state. The figure shows
that increased budding constant reduces the time to steady
state for all three simulations. The one significant difference
between the ODE and the two stochastic methods is that the
stochastic methods reveal a variance in assembly time that
grows with slower budding rate. For the smallest budding
constants, the time to the steady state in the DS model can
range from 100 to 230 min. This change in variance is evi-
dent but less pronounced in the SDE model.

We next examined the sensitivity of the models to the
changes in starting Golgi marker protein GEF concentration,
as shown in Fig. 12. The three models all show that compart-

ment size is responsive to changes in initial concentration of
GEF protein. Specifically, increasing the amounts of GEF1
concentration initially in the ER compartment caused a reas-
sortment of membrane from ER and trans Golgi to cis Golgi.
This experiment does not reveal any significant difference
between the simulations aside from the previously noted
smaller size of the ER in the DS simulations.

D. Experimental validation

We finally performed an experimental validation to deter-
mine whether the underlying model is in fact a reasonable
qualitative model of Golgi function and its parameter depen-
dence. Our intention was to determine whether the basic
model, independent of its realization in the three simulations,
provides a reasonable description of Golgi behavior and its
parameter dependence. We therefore chose to examine a con-
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sistent prediction of the three models: the ability of changes
in marker GEF concentration to cause a redistribution of
membrane between compartments. For this purpose, we
measured the size of the Golgi marked by a cis Golgi marker,
GPP130 in HeLa cells transiently transfected with HA-
tagged ER-localized GEF �mSec12�, which mediates the ER
exit of Golgi proteins �corresponding to the ER GEF1 in our
simulation model�. Figure 13 shows Golgi size is increased
by expression of the ER-localized GEF as measured by HA
staining �a and b� and GPP130 staining after three-
dimensional �3D� rendering �c and d�. Control cells were
those that exhibited little or no detectable expression of HA-

mSec12, whereas expressing cells were neighboring cells
yielding strong staining. Golgi size normalized to cell vol-
ume was quantified in control cells and the cells expressing
HA-mSec12 �e�. The correlation of Golgi size to the mSec12
expression level is also shown on a cell-by-cell basis �f�.
This increase in Golgi size with increasing mSec12 expres-
sion corresponded with a decrease in average GPP130 stain-
ing per pixel in the defined Golgi region �regression fit of
�GPP130�=−2�10−6�mSec12�+835.28 with correlation co-
efficient 0.3257�, consistent with the hypothesis that cis
Golgi markers are diluted as the membrane mass of the cis
Golgi increases due to increased ER export. These findings
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support our predictions based on Fig. 12 that compartment
sizes will be responsive to changes in the available GEF
marker protein concentrations.

IV. DISCUSSION

In order to explore the importance of discretization and
stochasticity to Golgi function, we have built three different
simulations of a minimal model of protein sorting and trans-
port in the ER-Golgi network. One simulator �DS� imple-
ments a discrete, stochastic simulation of the model, the sec-
ond �ODE� a continuous, deterministic simulation, and the
third �SDE� a continuous, stochastic simulation. All three
simulations are able to exhibit restoration, maintenance, and
disassembly of Golgi compartments under appropriate con-
ditions and do so in qualitatively similar manners. Further-
more, all three respond to increases in ER marker GEF con-
centration comparably to what is observed upon transient
transfection of HeLa cells with recombinant mSec12. The
three models do, however, display some notable distinctions
in behavior, especially with regard to assembly and disas-
sembly of the Golgi and extremes of parameter values. The
stochastic models show a different mechanism than the
ODEs for Golgi assembly from remnant compartments, in-
volving transient creation of hybrid cis-trans compartments
that then partition into their distinct identities. The ODEs, by
contrast, yield emergence of a trans compartment essentially
directly from the ER. This hybrid compartment exists only
for an extremely short time in the SDE simulations, though,
suggesting that both stochasticity and discretization are nec-
essary to capture this effect on any time scale that might be
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FIG. 12. �Color online� Sensitivity of compartment sizes to changes in starting ER GEF1 protein concentration in �a� DS, �b� ODE, and
�c� SDE simulations.

FIG. 13. �Color online� Golgi size is increased by expression of
the ER-localized GEF. HeLa cells transiently transfected with HA-
tagged ER-localized GEF �mSec12� were analyzed to reveal �a� and
�b� HA staining as well as �c� and �d� GPP130 shown after 3D
rendering. �e� Golgi size normalized to cell volume was quantified
in control cells and the cells expressing HA-mSec12. �f� The Golgi
size and expression level were also compared on a cell-by-cell ba-
sis, with the correlation plot showing a slope of 0.0009. As might be
expected, concomitant with the Golgi size increase was an up to
20% decrease in the mean intensity per pixel of GPP130 staining in
the defined Golgi region, consistent with dilution of GPP130 in a
larger compartment �not shown�. Sizes are expressed in voxels,
each of which has dimension 0.05�0.05�0.3 	m3. Bar, 10 	m.
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biologically meaningful. Given that the true vesicle transport
system is more realistically described by the discrete model,
we can suggest that the alternative mechanism it yields is
likely to be a more accurate description of the true assembly
process. This interpretation that the trans Golgi forms out of
the cis Golgi rather than directly from the ER would also
appear more physically plausible given the spatial arrange-
ment of the compartments. Likewise, the models exhibit dif-
ferent relative kinetics for collapse of the cis and trans Golgi
compartments. These observations of different mechanisms
of compartment assembly and disassembly, along with the
previously noted necessity of discretization for a true de
novo assembly model without prior Golgi remnants, suggest
that accurately capturing both the discretization and random-
ness implied by a vesicle-based sorting mechanism may be
important to modeling the Golgi assembly process. The DS
model also suggests a very different response to loss of sort-
ing affinities than is seen in either continuum model, with the
DS model showing collapse of the Golgi while the ODE and
SDE models show loss of compartment identities but not the
compartments themselves. While there may be no experi-
mental condition under which such a loss of sorting affinity
occurs, it does nonetheless demonstrate how discretization
effects can also lead to very different results in modeling
Golgi disassembly.

It is important to note that all three models are highly
simplified representations of the true behavior of the Golgi.
While this simplification is necessary if one wishes to ex-
plore the minimal mechanisms by which a Golgi could func-
tion, it nonetheless does raise the question of whether other
mechanisms omitted from the model may nonetheless be in-
tegral to the compartment assembly, maintenance, and disas-
sembly behaviors we examine. Recent studies have shown
the importance of Golgi tether proteins, which link a specific
type of vesicle to an appropriate acceptor compartment
�14,45� prior to SNARE-mediated vesicle fusion. It remains
unclear whether the existence of tether proteins would fun-
damentally alter targeting behavior relative to the purely
SNARE-mediated targeting assumed by our model. Another
key concept omitted from our model is cisternal maturation
�28,46�. The cisternal maturation model predicts a lag period
after cargo proteins enter a Golgi compartment until they
reach their final destinations, corresponding to the time that
it takes the glycosylation enzymes to be transported to the
Golgi compartment to process the protein molecules via ret-
rograde trafficking. Our three simulations, as shown in Figs.
3 and 4, all lead to transport with exponential kinetics and no
lag period, in contrast to the expectation from the cisternal
maturation model. Recent experiments by Patterson et al.
�27�, though, found that cargo protein molecules exit the
Golgi at an exponential rate proportional to their Golgi abun-
dance with no lag period, which seems to indirectly support
our model despite its omission of any notion of cisternal
maturation. Nonetheless, developing a Golgi model capable
of producing cisternal maturation is a long-term goal of the
present work. While the present model does not incorporate
maturation, our results suggest that discretization and sto-
chasticity are likely to be important features to accurately
capturing the repeated compartment formation and disassem-
bly events that would be required of a maturation model.

Patterson et al. �27� recently developed a rapid-partitioning
model for intra-Golgi trafficking which for the first time in-
corporates a model of lipid trafficking into the protein trans-
port through the secretory pathway. Their model found that
protein trafficking in the Golgi could also be driven by lipid
sorting, another feature our model lacks that might funda-
mentally alter its behavior. A further consideration is the pos-
sibility of a direct recycling pathway from the trans Golgi to
the ER, suggested by evidence from Young et al. �47�. While
the present work and the prior work of us �31� and Heinrich
and Rapoport �30� suggest that no such alternative pathway
is needed to explain recycling, that does not exclude the
possibility that the pathway nonetheless operates and may
significantly alter the behaviors described here.

Other experimental literature on Golgi assembly and dis-
assembly provides observations of phenomena that might be
considered in contradiction to our model. Our studies of the
relative kinetics of disassembly of cis and trans Golgi were
motivated by work of Alcalde et al. �44� showing more rapid
disorganization of the cis Golgi upon BFA treatment, consis-
tent with our model. Miles et al. �42�, however, found that
trans Golgi enzymes return to the ER more quickly than cis
Golgi enzymes upon an ER exit block that would appear to
more closely capture the conditions of our disassembly simu-
lations. Miles et al. also found, though, that certain cis-
localized transport and structural components were the first
to return to the ER upon ER exit block and our model uses
such transport components to establish compartment identi-
ties. It is not clear whether this distinction between marker
types is sufficient to explain the apparent discrepancy in re-
ports of relative cis-trans reassembly kinetics. Further elabo-
ration of our model to distinguish between different marker
types would likely be required to answer this question. Simi-
larly, Kasap et al. �48� and Jiang et al. �49� reported that
trans proteins concentrate early in the reassembling Golgi.
This observation could be taken to contradict our model ob-
servation that the cis Golgi appears to emerge more rapidly
than the trans. The compartment that will emerge as our cis
Golgi, however, is initially strongly contaminated with trans
markers and essentially exhibits a hybrid cis-trans identity in
the stochastic models. There may therefore, in fact, be no
contradiction between the experimental observation of trans
markers emerging more rapidly and our model observation
of the cis compartment emerging more rapidly. In addition,
Presley et al. �50� used a temperature-sensitive ts045 vesicu-
lar stomatis virus G �VSVG� protein �VSVG-GFP� as trans-
membrane cargo to study protein trafficking, finding a wave-
like pattern of cargo protein traversing the Golgi stack upon
release from a short temperature block �25�. Our model cur-
rently produces no such “ringing” behavior during adjust-
ment to equilibrium, suggesting that there may be more com-
plicated feedback mechanisms influencing sorting kinetics
than our simplified model captures.

There remain many unresolved questions about the nec-
essary features of Golgi activity that will require experimen-
tal assessment before it will be possible to build and validate
reliable predictive Golgi models. Our simulations make sev-
eral predictions that suggest experiments one might perform
to further validate or refine the models. Some predictions, for
example, that Golgi compartment disassembly time after the
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application of dominant-negative Sar1 is dependent on cis
marker GEF expression levels appear to be consistent across
the simulation types we examine and may therefore provide
good tests of the underlying model assumptions independent
of the details of the simulation method. Others predictions
differ between simulation methods, such as those regarding
distributions of Golgi markers early in assembly, potentially
providing ways to determine whether discretization and/or
stochasticity do in fact affect overall Golgi behaviors or
whether there are other mitigating factors missing from our
models. A key goal of developing simulation models is to
provide a framework in which one can infer quantitative pa-
rameters that cannot be directly observed experimentally. Fu-
ture experiments might, for example, help us to constrain
various unknown parameters such as the sorting affinities or
rate constants and reaction orders for budding and fusion.
The coarse-grained models described here are likely to re-
quire much further refinement before they will give suffi-
ciently reliable quantitative results. Studies such as that de-
scribed here, which help us understand what features a Golgi
simulation model must contain, nonetheless form a key step
in the development of such predictive systems-level models
of Golgi function.
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APPENDIX: REACTION RATES AND ODES

1. Vesicle budding rates

In the compartment A,
�i� Rate to bud a v-SNARE1-activated vesicle is BA1

=cSAGA�3��VA�1�+VA�2��.
�ii� Rate to bud a v-SNARE2-activated vesicle is BA2

=cSAGA�1��VA�2�+VA�3��.
�iii� Rate to bud a v-SNARE3-activated vesicle is BA3

=cSAGA�2��VA�1�+VA�3��.
The budding rates in the compartments B and C are:
�i� The three types of budding rates in the compartment B

are BB1=cSBGB�3��VB�1�+VB�2��, BB2=cSBGB�1��VB�2�
+VB�3��, and BB3=cSBGB�2��VB�1�+VB�3��.

�ii� The three types of budding rates in the compartment C
are BC1=cSCGC�3��VC�1�+VC�2��, BC2=cSCGC�1��VC�2�
+VC�3��, and BC3=cSCGC�2��VC�1�+VC�3��

2. Vesicle fusion rates

The vesicle fusion rates and probabilities for vesicles bud-
ded from compartment A are:

�i� For vesicles with label v-SNARE1 �VvA�1�=k0VA�1��,
the rates to fuse with compartments A, B, and C are FAA1
=d�TA�1�VvA�1��2, FAB1=d�TB�1�VvA�1��2, and FAC1
=d�TC�1�VvA�1��2. The corresponding fusion probabilities
are pAA1=NA1FAA1, pAB1=NA1FAB1, and pAC1=NA1FAC1,
where NA1= �FAA1+FAB1+FAC1�−1.

�ii� For vesicles with label v-SNARE2 �VvA�2�
=knVA�2��, the rates to fuse with compartments A, B, and C
are FAA2=d�TA�2�VvA�2��2, FAB2=d�TB�2�VvA�2��2, and
FAC2=d�TC�2�VvA�2��2. The corresponding fusion probabili-
ties are pAA2=NA2FAA2, pAB2=NA2FAB2, and pAC2=NA2FAC2,
where NA2= �FAA2+FAB2+FAC2�−1.

�iii� For vesicles with label v-SNARE3 �VvA�3�
=knVA�3��, the rates to fuse with compartments A, B, and C
are FAA3=d�TA�3�VvA�3��2, FAB3=d�TB�3�VvA�3��2, and
FAC3=d�TC�3�VvA�3��2. The corresponding fusion probabili-
ties are pAA3=NA3FAA3, pAB3=NA3FAB3, and pAC3=NA3FAC3,
where NA3= �FAA3+FAB3+FAC3�−1.

The vesicle fusion rates and probabilities for vesicles bud-
ded from compartment B are:

�i� For vesicles with label v-SNARE1 �VvB�1�=knVB�1��,
the rates to fuse with compartments A, B, and C are FBA1
=d�TA�1�VvB�1��2, FBB1=d�TB�1�VvB�1��2, and FBC1
=d�TC�1�VvB�1��2. The corresponding fusion probabilities
are pBA1=NB1FBA1, pBB1=NB1FBB1, and pBC1=NB1FBC1,
where NB1= �FBA1+FBB1+FBC1�−1.

�ii� For vesicles with label v-SNARE2 �VvB�2�
=k0VB�2��, the rates to fuse with compartments A, B, and C
are FBA2=d�TA�2�VvB�2��2, FBB2=d�TB�2�VvB�2��2, and
FBC2=d�TC�2�VvB�2��2. The corresponding fusion probabili-
ties are pBA2=NB2FBA2, pBB2=NB2FBB2, and pBC2=NB2FBC2,
where NB2= �FBA2+FBB2+FBC2�−1.

�iii� For vesicles with label v-SNARE3 �VvB�3�
=knVB�3��, the rates to fuse with compartments A, B, and C
are FBA3=d�TA�3�VvB�3��2, FBB3=d�TB�3�VvB�3��2, and
FBC3=d�TC�3�VvB�3��2. The corresponding fusion probabili-
ties are pBA3=NB3FBA3, pBB3=NB3FBB3, and pBC3=NB3FBC3,
where NB3= �FBA3+FBB3+FBC3�−1.

The vesicle fusion rates and probabilities for vesicles bud-
ded from compartment C are:

�i� For vesicles with label v-SNARE1 �VvC�1�=knVC�1��,
the rates to fuse with compartments A, B, and C are FCA1
=d�TA�1�VvC�1��2, FCB1=d�TB�1�VvC�1��2, and FCC1
=d�TC�1�VvC�1��2. The corresponding fusion probabilities
are pCA1=NC1FCA1, pCB1=NC1FCB1, and pCC1=NC1FCC1,
where NC1= �FCA1+FCB1+FCC1�−1.

�ii� For vesicles with label v-SNARE2 �VvC�2�
=knVC�2��, the rates to fuse with compartments A, B, and C
are FCA2=d�TA�2�VvC�2��2, FCB2=d�TB�2�VvC�2��2, and
FCC2=d�TC�2�VvC�2��2. The corresponding fusion probabili-
ties are pCA2=NC2FCA2, pCB2=NC2FCB2, and pCC2=NC2FCC2,
where NC2= �FCA2+FCB2+FCC2�−1.

�iii� For vesicles with label v-SNARE3 �VvC�3�
=k0VC�3��, the rates to fuse with compartments A, B, and C
are FCA3=d�TA�3�VvC�3��2, FCB3=d�TB�3�VvC�3��2, and
FCC3=d�TC�3�VvC�3��2. The corresponding fusion probabili-
ties are pCA3=NC3FCA3, pCB3=NC3FCB3, and pCC3=NC3FCC3,
where NC3= �FCA3+FCB3+FCC3�−1.

3. Ordinary differential equations

ODEs for the compartment sizes SA, SB, and SC,
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dSA�t�
dt

= − S0�BA1 + BA2 + BA3�

+ S0�
i=1

3

�pAAiBAi + pBAiBBi + pCAiBCi� ,

dSB�t�
dt

= − S0�BB1 + BB2 + BB3�

+ S0�
i=1

3

�pABiBAi + pBBiBBi + pCBiBCi� ,

dSC�t�
dt

= − S0�BC1 + BC2 + BC3�

+ S0�
i=1

3

�pACiBAi + pBCiBBi + pCCiBCi� .

ODEs for protein concentration PA �where PA can be GA,
TA, VA� in compartment A are

d�PA�1�SA�t��
dt

= − S0�
i=1

3

�k0PA�1�BAi�

+ S0�
i=1

3

�k0PA�1�pAAiBAi + knPB�1�pBAiBBi

+ knPC�1�pCAiBCi� ,

d�PA�2�SA�t��
dt

= − S0�
i=1

3

�knPA�2�BAi�

+ S0�
i=1

3

�knPA�2�pAAiBAi + k0PB�2�pBAiBBi

+ knpC�2�PCAiBCi� ,

d�PA�3�SA�t��
dt

= − S0�
i=1

3

�knPA�3�BAi�

+ S0�
i=1

3

�knPA�3�pAAiBAi + knPB�3�pBAiBBi

+ k0PC�3�pCAiBCi� .

ODEs for protein concentration PB �where PB can be GB,
TB, VB� in compartment B are

d�PB�1�SB�t��
dt

= − S0�
i=1

3

�knPB�1�BBi�

+ S0�
i=1

3

�k0PA�1�pABiBAi + knPB�1�pBBiBBi

+ knPC�1�pCBiBCi� ,

d�PB�2�SB�t��
dt

= − S0�
i=1

3

�k0PB�2�BBi�

+ S0�
i=1

3

�knPA�2�pABiBAi + k0PB�2�pBBiBBi

+ knPC�2�pCBiBCi� ,

d�PB�3�SB�t��
dt

= − S0�
i=1

3

�knPB�3�BBi�

+ S0�
i=1

3

�knPA�3�pABiBAi + knPB�3�pBBiBBi

+ k0PC�3�pCBiBCi� .

ODEs for protein concentration PC �where PC can be GC,
TC, VC� in compartment C are

d�PC�1�SC�t��
dt

= − S0�
i=1

3

�knPC�1�BCi�

+ S0�
i=1

3

�k0PA�1�pACiBAi + knPB�1�pBCiBBi

+ knPC�1�pCCiBCi� ,

d�PC�2�SC�t��
dt

= − S0�
i=1

3

�knPC�2�BCi�

+ S0�
i=1

3

�knPA�2�pACiBAi + k0PB�2�pBCiBBi

+ knPC�2�pCCiBCi� ,

d�PC�3�SC�t��
dt

= − S0�
i=1

3

�k0PC�3�BCi�

+ S0�
i=1

3

�knPA�3�pACiBAi + knPB�3�pBCiBBi

+ k0PC�3�pCCiBCi� .
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